We compute all helicity amplitudes for four particle scattering in massless QCD with n f fermion flavours to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in perturbation theory. In particular, we consider all possible configurations of external quarks and gluons. We evaluate the amplitudes in terms of a Laurent series in the dimensional regulator to the order required for future next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N 3 LO) calculations. The coefficients of the Laurent series are given in terms of harmonic polylogarithms that can readily be evaluated numerically. We present our findings in the conventional dimensional regularisation and in the t'Hooft-Veltman schemes.
Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) provides us with the opportunity to test our understanding of fundamental physics at unprecedented energies. Of particular importance are processes that shed light on the structure of strong interactions. Scattering processes involving the strong interaction often result in the production of sprays of collimated hadrons -so-called jets. One of the most prominent examples of such an observable is the production cross section for two jets at the LHC. This process can be measured to astounding precision [1] [2] [3] . To draw conclusions about the fundamental interactions we require equally precise predictions for such scattering observables.
The observables associated with the production of two jets were computed at next-toleading order (NLO) [4] [5] [6] [7] and even at NNLO [8] [9] [10] [11] in perturbative QCD. The importance of this process and the wealth of data collected by the LHC is inspiring to go beyond the existing accuracy and perform a calculation at N 3 LO in QCD perturbation theory. The key ingredients for this formidable goal are virtual four point amplitudes of massless, on-shell QCD partons. In particular, working in dimensional regularisation in the modified minimal subtraction scheme it is necessary to obtain tree level, 1-loop, 2-loop and 3-loop amplitudes to 6 th , 4 th , 2 nd and 0 th order in the dimensional regulator, respectively. It is the goal of this article to provide the foundation of such a computation by obtaining all required amplitudes to the desired power in the dimensional regulator through NNLO. Previous results for these scattering amplitudes were obtained to lower power in the dimensional regulator in refs. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Very recently, the four-gluon amplitude at three-loop level in the planar limit in Pure-Yang Mills theory is computed in ref. [25] .
In this article, we compute all relevant four-point amplitudes for the scattering of onshell, massless QCD partons up to two loops. In particular we consider the scattering processes gg → gg ,→ gg ,→,→ QQ.
(1.1)
Here, g are gluons, and q, Q represent quarks of different flavours. All further scattering processes can be obtained by crossing parton momenta. We explain this procedure in detail.
In our computation we apply dimensional regularisation in the MS scheme. This means extending the space time dimension to d = 4 − 2 to regulate infrared and ultraviolet divergences. There are several variants of this regularisation scheme mainly differing by the number of assigned polarisation to massless gauge bosons. In conventional dimensional regularisation (CDR), one assigns 2−2 polarisation states to all internal as well as external gluons. In the helicity approach, external gluons are associated with 2 physical polarisation states and some freedom exists regarding internal, virtual gluons. In 't Hooft Veltman (HV) scheme [26] , virtual gluons are assigned 2 − 2 polarisations whereas in four dimensional helicity (FDH) [27] they are assigned exactly two polarisations degree of freedom. We derive our amplitudes using projection operators and our results are valid for arbitrary space time dimension as in CDR. Furthermore, we relate our results to HV scheme amplitudes and present them making use of the spinor-helicity formalism [28] [29] [30] . In order to convert amplitudes in the HV scheme to the FDH scheme see for example ref. [31] .
The structure of ultraviolet, infrared and collinear singularities of massless QCD scattering amplitudes is well understood [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . We briefly review this structure and verify that our amplitudes adhere to these universal principles. As a consequence of our computation, it is now possible to predict all poles in the dimensional regulator appearing in the equivalent three loop, four point amplitudes for massless parton scattering.
The main result of this article are analytic formulae for all four parton scattering amplitudes in massless QCD to second order in the strong coupling. We present this results in electronic form together with the arXiv submission of this article. The basic building blocks of the amplitudes are well known functions -so-called harmonic polylogarithms (HPLs) [40] that are described briefly below.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we discuss the basic ingredients of our computation. In section 3, the four-gluon amplitude is described. The quark-gluon scattering amplitude is discussed in the next section 4. In section 5, the four-quark amplitudes with identical as well as different flavours are discussed. The ultraviolet renormalisation, along with the infrared factorisation, is discussed in section 6. The consistency checks which are performed to ensure the correctness of the results are tabulated in section 7. We conclude in section 8.
Setup
In this section, we discuss the basic ingredients for our computation of scattering amplitudes of four massless particles in massless QCD. We label the momenta of the four scattering particles by p 1 , . . . , p 4 and regard all of them as incoming. Let us define the following abbreviations
At four points with only massless external legs momentum conservation dictates that
Exploiting momentum conservation we can express all our amplitudes by one dimensionless ratio x and absorb all the dependence on the energy dimension into the variable s.
For convenience we set s = 1 as it can be easily reconstructed by dimensional analysis. Furthermore, for the purpose of this article we assume that x ∈ [0, 1] which corresponds to a region of physical 2 → 2 scattering. We perform a perturbativ expansion of our amplitudes in the strong coupling constant. The bare strong coupling constant is related to the renormalised strong coupling constant by
Here, is the dimensional regulator introduced through d = 4 − 2 with the space-time dimension d, and a R is the renormalised strong coupling constant. The EulerMascheroni constant is denoted by γ E and the renormalisation scale is denoted by µ. For most of the article we work in conventional dimensional regularisation (CDR) assigning 2 − 2 polarisations to each gluon (internal and external). In our computation we assume n f massless quark flavours. We furthermore choose µ 2 = s as a convenient scale to represent our amplitudes. The renormalisation factor Z is discussed in section 6. We furthermore introduce the expansion paramter a = a R Z. With this our amplitudes can be written as
Here, X represents the particles that are scattering. For example, X = ggqq indicates an amplitude where two gluons with momenta p 1 and p 2 are scattering with a quark and anti-quark with momenta p 3 and p 4 , respectively.
In order to compute all required amplitudes we start by generating the necessary Feynman diagrams using QGRAF [41] . We then perform colour and spinor algebra using private C++ code. We project all Lorentz, spinor and colour structures to scalar amplitudes using projectors, see for example refs. [42] [43] [44] . Subsequently, we reduce the resulting loop integrands to a basis of so-called master integrals by means of the Laporta algorithm [45] implemented in a private code. In a complementary implementation, a set of in-house routines written in symbolic manipulating program FORM [46, 47] is utilised to perform the spinor and colour algebra. Then all the scalar loop integrals are reduced to a set of master integrals using integration-by-parts [48, 49] identities with the help of publicly available programs LiteRed [50, 51] along with Mint [52] and FIRE5 [53] . We then compute all required master integrals as a Laurent expansion in the dimensional regulator using the method of differential equations [54] [55] [56] [57] . In particular we use the same basis of integrals as was used for the computation of refs. [58, 59] . Inserting the master integrals into our reduced amplitudes we obtain our final results. We represent our amplitudes in a particular basis of colour structures and Lorentz or spinor structures that we detail below.
We will express our result for amplitudes at different orders in the coupling expanded in the dimensional regulator in terms of harmonic poly-logarithms (HPLs) [40] . HPLs are defined by
(2.6) We refer to x as the argument of a HPL and to the b i as its indices. If the right-most indices are zero, the HPL would be divergent and we work with the regulated definition H(0, . . . , 0; x) = 1 n! log n (x).
(2.7)
The HPLs are widely used in the literature and their properties are well understood, see for example refs. [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] .
The Four-Gluon Amplitude
The amplitude for the scattering of four gluons can be decomposed into different colour and Lorentz tensors. We begin by introducing out basis of tensor structures. In order to define colour tensors with adjoint colour indices we introduce traces of fundamental generators T a ij . We abbreviate tr(T a 1 T a 2 T a 3 T a 4 ) = tr(1234). The vector of colour structures that we will use to express the amplitude is given by 
The Feynman integrand for our amplitude is a Lorentz tensor contracted with polarisation vectors µ i (p i ). In order to represent the Lorentz tensor we make an ansatz in terms of all p µ i i and g µ i µ j . Since we are considering an amplitude with four external gluons, our ansatz has tensor rank four. This yields in full generality 138 independent coefficients. To restrict ourselves to the physical subspace of the amplitude we choose a light-like axial gauge (see for example ref. [43] ) with the gauge conditions
We identify p µ 0 = p µ 4 . In this gauge, the polarisation sum that has to be carried out to obtain squared matrix elements takes the form
Effectively, this polarisation sum annihilates every vector p µ i or p µ i−1 in the amplitude. Only polarisations transverse to the two chosen vectors survive. We can anticipate the projection that would be performed when interfering the amplitude with its complex conjugate to produce squared matrix elements. We do so by replacing
in our ansatz for the general amplitude. This procedure effectively annihilates all but 20 tensor structures in our ansatz. After simple orthogonality checks we find that only 10 of the remaining structures are linearly independent. In order to represent those ten physical structures we define
They satisfy separately our gauge conditions:
We use the above definitions to define the 10 tensors as
We decompose the four gluon scattering amplitude as
We refer to the coefficients A (i,j) gggg as scalar amplitude coefficients. Here, µ a (p) is a polarisation vector with adjoint colour index a corresponding to the gluon with momentum p.
Alternative to the representation of our amplitude introduced in eq. (3.10), it is useful to decompose our amplitude into different components according to the helicities of the external gluons. We can achieve this by projecting to two-dimensional external helicity states and by using the spinor-helicity framework (see for example ref. [66] ). Note, that the change of the dimension of external polarisation implies a change in the regularisation scheme used in the computation from CDR to HV scheme. The four-gluon scattering amplitude can then be written in this scheme as .
(3.12)
The above helicity structures correspond to positive (+) or negative (-) helicity as in
Here, the i th sign in each element of the list correspond to the helicity of the parton with momentum p i . The scalar coefficients of the amplitudes in the helicity basis can be written as a linear combination of the CDR amplitudes
We provide the above transformation matrix T CDR→helicity and A gggg in electronic form together with the arXiv submission of this article. Note, that only 8 of the scalar helicity amplitudes are independent due to charge conjugation symmetry. The projection from CDR to HV is thus not invertible.
The Two-Gluon and Two-Quark Amplitudes
The amplitude for the scattering of two gluons and two quarks can be decomposed into colour and Lorentz tensor structures. The basis of colour structures for the amplitudes for the scattering of two gluons and two quarks can be brought in the form
To derive the Lorentz tensor structures to represent our amplitude we begin with the following considerations. In order to remove unphysical redundancies similar to the four gluon scattering case we work in a gauge where (p 1 ).p 1 = (p 1 ).p 2 = (p 2 ).p 1 = (p 2 ).p 2 = 0. (4.2)
Owing to the momentum conservation we haveū(p 3 ) / p 2 u(p 4 ) = −ū(p 3 ) / p 1 u(p 4 ). Applying this identity and exploiting the restrictions imposed by the gauge choice we find that we can choose the following spinor and Lorentz structures as a basis to represent our amplitude
Here, we use the definitions
With this we may finally write the amplitude as
Furthermore, we may decompose our amplitude in components that correspond to different helicities of the external particles. In this decomposition, we write
The vectorsv b 4 and v b 3 carry the colour indices of the external anti-quark and quark. .
(4.7)
The above helicity structures correspond to positive and negative helicities as in Here, the i th sign in each element of the list correspond to the helicity of the parton with momentum p i . Similarly to eq. (3.14) in the case of the four gluon amplitude, the scalar amplitude coefficients in the spinor-helicity representation can be written as a linear combination of the CDR amplitude coefficients. We provide this linear relation in electronic form together with the arXiv submission of this article. Our scalar four particle amplitude is constructed such that if we consider the scattering kinematics of p 1 p 2 → p 3 p 4 all HPLs are real and the variable x ∈ [0, 1]. Of course, this is not the only scattering process of a pair of quarks and gluons that can be considered. To obtain for example the amplitudes for the scattering of a quark and a gluon into a quark and a gluon we have to consider the kinematics of p 1 p 3 → p 2 p 4 . While the permutation of external momenta in the tensor structures in eq. (4.3) and eq. (4.7) is trivial analytically continuing the HPLs in the scalar amplitudes is not. How to perform this analytic continuation was discussed for example in ref. [59] and we provide a brief summary in appendix A.
Four-Quark Amplitude
In the case of scattering amplitudes of four quarks we have to distinguish the case where all four quarks have the same flavour or two pairs of different flavours are scattering. We refer to the scattering amplitude of the latter case as A qqQQ . The former amplitude can then be expressed as A(p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ) = A qqQQ (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ) − A qqQQ (p 1 , p 4 , p 3 , p 2 ).
(5.1)
In the above equation we explicitly wrote the dependence of the amplitudes on the momenta to illustrate which momenta have to be exchanged in order to satisfy the relation. The amplitude for the scattering of two quark-and anti-quark pairs of different flavours can be decomposed into colour and Lorentz structures as
In order to define the colour factors c i qqQQ and spinor structures T j qqQQ in the above equation, we find it convenient to decompose a spinor u a i (p) with a fundamental colour index a and spinor index i into two factors
3)
The purpose of the vector v a is purely to label the colour of the external quark and u i (p) is a four component spinor. The basis of colour structures for the amplitudes can be brought in the form
The spinor structures can be written in terms of the following basis.
Depending on the loop order we require more and more γ matrices between the spinors. Specifically, to express the L-loop amplitude 2L − 1 γ-matrices are maximally required as soon as L ≥ 2 (see for example ref. [23] ). Furthermore, we may decompose our amplitude in components that correspond to different helicities of the external particles. We find Here, the i th sign in each element of the list correspond to the helicity of the parton with momentum p i . Similarly to eq. (3.14) in the case of the four gluon amplitude, the scalar amplitude coefficients in the spinor-helicity representation can be written as a linear combination of the CDR amplitude coefficients. We provide this linear relation in electronic form together with the arXiv submission of this article. The variables in our amplitudes are chosen such that in the kinematic region of scattering particles with momenta p 1 and p 2 into particles with momenta p 3 and p 4 all HPLs are real and our variable x ∈ [0, 1]. However, this is just one particular case of scattering two quarks of each other and we may consider any permutation of momenta to cover all possible four quark scattering processes. While obtaining such a permutation on the spinor structures of eq. (5.5) and eq. (5.7) is relatively simple the analytic continuation of the HPLs in our scalar amplitude coefficients is non-trivial. How such an analytic continuation can be obtained was discussed for example in ref. [59] and we outline it explicitly for convenience in appendix A.
Ultraviolet and Infrared Structure
In this section, we review the structure of the poles in the dimensional regulator appearing in the four-point scattering amplitudes. The coefficients of the poles are well understood and can be expressed at least up to third order as products of known, universal factors and lower loop amplitudes. Singularities arise due to soft (infrared) or collinear divergences of the loop integrands or due to ultraviolet (infinite momentum) divergences. The possibility to derive the poles of an amplitude by direct computation serves as a stringent test of our computation. Not surprisingly we find agreement of our amplitudes with the structure of singularities outlined below.
Ultraviolet divergences in massless QCD scattering amplitudes can be universally reabsorbed into a renormalisation of the strong coupling constant. The renormalisation factor Z can be derived by regarding the renormalisation group equation for a R (eq. (2.4)):
The β-function is related to the renormalisation factor Z by
Solving the above evolution equation we can derive
The QCD β-function coefficients are currently known to five-loop order [67, 68] . We only require the first two for the purposes of this article which read
The quadratic Casimirs in adjoint and fundamental representations are denoted by C A = n c and C F = (n 2 c − 1)/2n c , respectively. In general, a renormalised amplitude for the scattering of n massless, SU(n c ) colour charged fields in dimensional regularisation can be written is
Here A f n ({p i }) represents a finite hard amplitude depending on the the momenta p i , colours and spins of the external states. The factor Z n ({p i }, ) is universal and contains all infrared divergences [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . To indicate an operator in colour space we use bold letters. Z n ({p i }, ) is given explicitly by the exponential
The soft anomalous dimension for n fields is then given by
The first term on the right-hand side of the above equation corresponds to radiation from colour dipoles
The operator T i is commonly referred to as colour charge operator. The action of such a colour charge operator on a scattering amplitude is given by regarding its action on individual spinors or polarisation vectors contracted with an amplitude
Here, f abc is SU(n c ) structure constant and T a bc is a fundamental generator. We introduce the abbreviation
γ c is the cusp anomalous dimension and γ J are the anomalous dimensions associated with the external fields. The second term on the right hand side of eq. (6.7) allows for soft radiation that relates more than two colour charged partons. The correction to the dipole formula [38, 39] starts at third order in the coupling constant, and will therefore not be needed in the present paper. With this we now know the entire dependence of Γ n on the artificial scale µ 2 . Specifically, Γ n depends on µ 2 only via a single logarithm and indirectly via a R . Carrying out the µ 2 -integral explicitly we find
Here, we expanded the anomalous dimensions in the strong coupling constant.
The first two terms in the expansion of the cusp anomalous dimensions are given by
The first two terms in the expansion of the collinear anomalous dimensions are given by
. (6.14)
Checks on Results
We perform a number of consistency checks on the scattering amplitudes to ensure the correctness of our result.
• As described in section 2, all amplitudes were generated by two independent calculational setups.
• All four-point scattering amplitudes exhibit the universal infrared structures predicted by eq. (6.6). This serves as the most stringent check on our results.
• The four-gluon helicity amplitudes are consistent with the existing results computed in ref. [17] to O( 0 ). Moreover, interfering the CDR amplitude with its tree level equivalent reproduces correctly the results of ref. [15] .
• We explicitly checked that only 4 helicity amplitudes (+ + ++, − + ++, − − ++, − + −+) for four gluon scattering are independent (as dictated by Bose, parity and timereversal symmetry).
• The one-loop U(1) decoupling identity [69] for the four-gluon amplitude is satisfied. This identity states that the double trace coefficients of the pure gauge part of the four-gluon amplitude for any helicity configuration should be related to the corresponding single trace elements through
gggg .
(7.1)
In the above equation, the quantity A (i,j,k) gggg is defined through
gggg is introduced in eq. (3.11).
Moreover, in ref. [70] , more general group theory constraints are discussed which are also verified for the two-loop helicity amplitudes. In order to present those, we rewrite the n f independent part of the four gluon amplitude in eq. (3.11) as
The constraints take the form
• We find complete agreement with ref. [18] for the one-and two-loop helicity amplitudes for the two-gluon and two-quark channel.
• We find that one-and two-loop helicity amplitudes for four-quark scattering with two different flavours are in agreement with the existing results computed in ref. [19] .
Note that in the aforementioned references [17] [18] [19] , the finite remainder is defined through subtraction operators which are different from the ones used in this article at O( 0 ). The difference is taken into account while performing the comparison.
Conclusions
As a main result of this article, we provide the scalar amplitude coefficients of the fourparticle scattering amplitudes in CDR together with the arXiv submission of the article. We include the LO, NLO and NNLO coefficients computed to sixth, fourth and second power in the Laurent expansion in the dimensional regulator respectively in machine readable form. Furthermore, we include the transformation matrices T CDR→helicity to easily extract the amplitudes coefficients in the spinor-helicity basis. Our result represents the first step towards a computation of three-loop, four-parton scattering amplitudes in QCD. In particular, our results can be used to predict the infrared and collinear pole structure of such three loop amplitudes. Furthermore, they are a necessary ingredient to obtain a suitable ultraviolet, infrared and collinear subtraction term for future cross section computations.
Terms beyond the finite order in the dimensional regulator are obtained in this article for the first time. Beyond their application to future collider phenomenology these terms may serve as analytic data for the analysis of QCD scattering amplitudes, such as the Regge limit. Our amplitudes are represented in the form of widely used harmonic polylogarithms in a uniform notation which makes their application and analysis simple.
With this work we have taken a very first step towards the formidable task of computing one of the most crucial collider processes -the production of two hadronic jets -to third order in QCD perturbation theory.
If we consider scattering kinematics where a Mandelstam invariant changes its sign (for example s 12 < 0) we need to analytically continue the HPLs of our amplitudes. To achieve this we may attribute an infinitesimally small imaginary part to each Lorentz invariant scalar product of momenta:
However, in our calculation we applied the relation s 12 + s 13 + s 23 = 0 which arises due to momentum conservation. As a consequence the above assignment cannot be done uniquely and it is ambiguous which infinitesimal phase should be attributed to the variable x. For example, consider two different possibilities of thinking about the polynomial 1 − x.
In the above equations the sign of the infinitesimal imaginary part differs, which demonstrates the problematic ambiguity. To perform an analytic continuation from one scattering region to another after having applied the momentum conservation identity we need to add another bit of information. The branch cuts of our scattering amplitude are located at kinematic points where Mandelstam invariants vanish. If we can manifest the branch cuts of our amplitude in terms of explicit logarithms we can easily identify the argument of these logarithms as being ratios of Mandelstam invariants. We discuss how this can be achieved at hands of a specific example below. We consider the permutation of momenta p 2 ↔ p 3 . We find that our variable x changes:
In the new, desired scattering region p 1 p 3 → p 2 p 4 we find y ∈ [0, 1]. However, we need to be careful when transforming the logarithmic branch cuts of our amplitude. All branch points of our amplitudes are located at x = 0, x = 1 and x = ∞. As we can see from the above equations all three branch cuts are crossed when the desired permutation is performed. This complicates the transformation of HPLs and we discuss our solution in the following. Our amplitudes are comprised of HPLs and consequently only one branch cut can be made manifest in terms of explicit logarithms at a time. In particular, this can be achieved by shuffle identities of the HPL's such as H(a n , . . . , a 2 , 0, x) = H(a n , . . . , a 2 , x) log(x) − H(0, a n , . . . , a 2 , x) − · · · − H(a n , . . . , 0, a 2 , x) (A.7) or generalisations thereof, that make branch cuts (here at x = 0) explicit. In order to perform the permutation corresponding to the exchange of momenta p 2 ↔ p 3 we proceed in three sequential steps. In each of the steps only one branch cut at x = 0 or x = 1 is crossed. This implies that we may use shuffle identities to make the branch cut in our amplitude explicit and that the transformation of the remaining HPLs at each step does not introduce any imaginary parts. The three steps are given by the following. Having completed the three transformations we performed the desired permutation and may drop the labels for convenience. Finally, we note that any other permutation of external legs can simply be a sequence of the two example permutations outlined above. With this we showed how to obtain the four-point scattering amplitude for any scattering kinematics starting from the amplitudes provided in this article.
